Abstract-The core step of Case-based Reasoning is to retrieval and match the case with the fault feature accurately and efficiently, the scale of the case library is becoming larger because of the case studies feature, but the redundancy is becoming clearer at the same time, it influences the accuracy. The effective way to control the redundancy is to define the attributes which can distinguish the cases, the paper determines the weight of the case characteristics with the theory of entropy, making it more reasonable to divide the characteristics and more effective to organize the case, in order to control the redundancy of the case-base, thus improves the effectiveness of Case-Based Reasoning.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the core step of Case-Based Reasoning, the efficiency of case-retrieval and match is the important criterion to measure the reasonableness of case base, as the core of case base management----the redundancy control decides the case-retrieval and match effectiveness at a certain degree. There is not so many studies about the case-base management, Jian-Yang Li [1] achieves the redundancy control with the theory of similar rough set, and it deletes the case in the case of comparing the case features in order to achieve the management of the case-base; Si-Ya Pang [2] achieves the case-base management with the SOM clustering, but the object structure is relatively simple. The paper achieves the case characteristics division effectively and the reasonable management of case-base, controlling the redundancy better, laying the foundation for the management of case-base.
II. RELATIVE THEORY

A. Entropy
In Probability approximation space (U, X, P), 
B. Conditional Entropy
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C. Mutual Information
The Definition 3 mutual information between information source X and Y:
It can reflect the information which can be obtained by one source of information from another one, the bigger of
, means the parameters more important which be deleted.
D. The Information about Feature Attribute
In order to measure the characteristic attributes of information, it should be Integrated mutual information under different confidence levels, finally the information about the characteristic properties can be obtained.
III. METHOD ABOUT WEIGHTS ALLOCATION CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTIES BASED ON ENTROPY
A. Eigenvalues Establishment
Determine the fault sample to be treated, and extract the data, assume set X is on behalf of the sample to be reated: 
Then, the Normalized Eigenvalues is : 
C. Construct Property FuzzyEquivalent Matrix
Assume r ij as the measure to define the fuzzy similarity during different attributes of fault feature, and as the r ij =r ji , the paper defines the fuzzy similarity relation between fuzzy similarity relation with the maximum minimum method:
Then,the fuzzy equivalent matrix is: 
E. Divide the Parameter Weight
According to the information, get the weight after normalizing: The process to divide the weights as follows: (1) The fault feature matrix X obtained by the table show as follows (2) V. CONCLUSIONS Make certain the weights with the case characteristic attribute information entropy, not only differentiate the cases rationed to organize the case-base more efficiency, but also set off the attributes more reasonably, establish the base for case retrieve, but it should base on the plurality date, and rely on the characteristic attribute date at a certain extant , so it does not differentiate the cases with qualitative descriptive perfectly, it needs to study more to differentiate the fault cases with ration and qualitative descriptive.
